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Go Travel partners with InMotion to drive accessories business in North American market
Travel accessory powerhouse solidifies its global presence with InMotion deal
UK-based travel accessory leader, Go Travel, has expanded its North American presence with listings
in all 117 InMotion travel retail stores, North America’s largest airport-based digital accessories retailer.
The new partnership sees Go Travel deliver a range of travel pillows
and accessories designed, not just to satisfy the unique
requirements of the local US market but also aimed at elevating the
standard of travel accessories in the region. This strategy is in line
with InMotion’s commitment to deliver cutting edge products that
enable an easy and enjoyable journey. From grounded travel
adapters to Go Travel’s comfort range, the InMotion listing will
highlight some of the travel accessory expert’s internationally bestselling designs, based on over 40 years’ experience.
The listing at InMotion presents the perfect opportunity for Go
Travel to significantly grow its presence in North American travel
retail, solidifying the brand’s global dominance of the travel
accessory market.
General Manager of Go Travel, Steve Worden commented, “Although the USA has always had a
strong travel accessories business, it has predominantly focused on travel comfort. We want to build
on this success and we look forward to working with InMotion to broaden the customer offering.”
Pete Newbould, Senior Vice President of InMotion added, “Go Travel delivers a wide range of solutions
for travellers under one brand identity which they can trust for durable, high quality products. We are
delighted to be working with Steve and the team to expand Go Travel’s presence in North America and
look forward to the journey we are taking together.”
Recognising a gap for a co-ordinated range of travel accessories, Go Travel introduced the world’s first
travel accessory collection back in 1978, creating a global market it still dominates today.
Always looking to the future, Go Travel is looking to expand its network of retail partners in all markets.
For more information contact sales@go.travel or visit go.travel.
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Company Information
Go Travel designs travel accessories with useful innovation for the everyday commuter, jetsetter, family
traveller and even the home. Doorstep to destination, the brand improves every step of the journey,
bringing ultimate travel comfort, packing organisation and reassuring luggage security. From iconic travel
pillows to TSA locks, RFID to packing cubes, the range is broad and extensive, and includes over 200
much-loved accessories.
Recognising a gap for a co-ordinated range, Go Travel’s founder, Jack Rogers introduced the world’s
first travel accessory collection back in 1978, creating a global market that Go Travel still leads today.
Over 40 years later, that pioneering spirit continues to define the brand as it creates industry-leading
designs using a wealth of different technologies. Still offering the support and service of a family run
company, Go Travel’s global operation sees its products distributed in over 110 countries worldwide,
across thousands of retail locations.
A trusted and reliable travel companion, Go Travel strives to exceed existing standards and often sets
them. Always evolving, always solving and never afraid to revolutionise, Go Travel’s forward-focused
designs ensure wherever you are in the world, exceptional travel isn’t an exception.
Great travel starts at Go.

